I. Key general developments in the region
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There were seven countries with active armed conflicts in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) in 2019 (the same as in 2018): Egypt (high-intensity, subnational armed conflict), Iraq (internationalized civil war), Israel (low-intensity, extrastate armed conflict), Libya (internationalized civil war), Syria (major internationalized civil war), Turkey (low-intensity, extrastate and subnational armed conflict) and Yemen (major internationalized civil war).\(^1\) All the armed conflicts had fewer fatalities than in 2018, except for Libya (which increased from nearly 12,000 fatalities in 2018 to nearly 21,000 in 2019).\(^2\) Developments in each of the armed conflicts and any related peace processes are covered in subsequent sections: Iraq, Syria and Turkey (section II); the Israeli–Palestinian conflict (section III); Egypt and Libya (section IV); and Yemen (section V).

Many of these conflicts, which have killed hundreds of thousands of people and displaced millions more, were interconnected and involved regional and international powers, as well as numerous non-state actors. Massive anti-government protests have occurred in several states in the region since 2018, including Algeria, Egypt, Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, Morocco, the Palestinian territories and Tunisia. Some are calling this the second or new Arab Spring.\(^3\)

There were 14 multilateral peace operations in the MENA region in 2019, two more than in 2018. While most of the operations have been active for many years, one was new in 2019—the United Nations Mission to Support the Hodeidah Agreement (see section V)—while the European Union (EU) Border Assistance Mission in Libya also qualified as a multilateral peace operation under SIPRI’s definition following the entry into force of its new mandate in December 2018.\(^4\) One peace operation ended in 2019: the Temporary International Presence in Hebron (see section III). MENA was the only region in which there was an increase in the number of personnel that were deployed in peace operations in 2019: an increase of 5 per cent, from 14,408 on 31 December 2018 to 15,082 on 31 December 2019.\(^5\)

---

\(^1\) For conflict definitions and typologies, see chapter 2, section I, in this volume.
\(^2\) Armed Conflict Location & Event Data Project (ACLED), ‘Data export tool’, [n.d.].
\(^5\) For global and regional trends in multilateral peace operations, see chapter 2, section II, in this volume.
There are three cross-cutting issues that shape security dilemmas in the region: (a) ongoing regional interstate rivalries with a shifting network of external alliances and interests; (b) continuing threats from violent jihadist groups; and (c) increasing competition over water and growing climate change impacts.  

This section briefly examines how these three issues evolved in 2019, and pays particular attention to escalating Iranian–United States tensions.

**Shifting alliances and rivalries: Escalating Iranian–US tensions**

In the MENA region fault lines intersect in complex ways with shifting alliances and rivalries (see figure 6.1). The most destabilizing and high-risk

---


interstate rivalries in 2019 continued to be between Iran (and its allies in Iraq, Lebanon, Syria and Yemen) and an ad hoc group of four states: Israel, Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates (UAE) and the USA.\(^8\) Saudi Arabia—the country with the highest levels of military spending and arms imports in the region—and the UAE (and to a lesser extent some of the other Gulf states) have been actively opposing Iran in Iraq, Lebanon, Syria and Yemen, while Israeli opposition to Iran has been focused on Lebanon and Syria, as well as on the 2015 nuclear agreement (Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action, JCPOA).\(^9\) As it did in 2018 Israel attacked Iranian and Iranian-aligned targets in Syria on several occasions in 2019, but also extended air strikes to Iranian-backed militias in Iraq and Hezbollah in Lebanon.\(^10\) There was also an ongoing Sunni–Sunni rift, with Egypt, Saudi Arabia and the UAE competing with Qatar and Turkey (especially in the Horn of Africa and Libya), and the Islamic State carrying out predominantly Sunni-on-Sunni violence.\(^11\) However, it was the action–reaction dynamic between Iran and the USA (and its Gulf allies) that came to the fore during the year, which on several occasions threatened to escalate from proxy war into a regional-wide interstate military conflict.\(^12\) The geopolitical power struggle between Iran and the USA also complicated UN mediation in Yemen (see section V).

The ‘maximum pressure’ campaign of the United States

Iranian–US relations have been adversarial since the 1979 Islamic Revolution in Iran, which had its 40th anniversary in February 2019.\(^13\) Relations have continued to deteriorate in recent years, with the US withdrawal from the


\(^12\) See e.g. International Crisis Group, Averting the Middle East’s 1914 Moment, Middle East Report no. 205 (International Crisis Group: Brussels, 1 Aug. 2019); and The Economist, ‘The brewing conflict between America and Iran’, 9 May 2019.

JCPOA in 2018, and also due to the US coercive policy of ‘maximum pressure’ by which the USA hoped to force Iran back to the negotiating table in a weaker position. In turn, Iran seemed convinced that by securing ‘forward deterrence’ and threatening to resume its pre-JCPOA nuclear activities, the USA and its allies would be forced to reassess their policy options. In an early sign of this action–reaction dynamic the USA designated the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps as a ‘foreign terrorist organization’, and Iran subsequently declared US Central Command and related forces in the Middle East to be terrorists. However, it was the maritime confrontations in the Strait of Hormuz from May through to July 2019—including Iran shooting down a US surveillance drone in June and the US responding with cyberattacks against Iran—and a series of alleged Iranian attacks on Saudi Arabian oil facilities in September that raised the risk of a regional conflagration (see chapter 1, section I).

Despite a further incident involving an Iranian oil tanker in the Red Sea in October, Iranian–US tensions eased somewhat in October and November, while Iran and Saudi Arabia were reported to be working through intermediaries to establish a dialogue. However, despite an exchange of prisoners between Iran and the USA in early December, a series of military clashes in Iraq between Iran’s allies and the USA later in the month (see section II) suggested further escalation would be likely in 2020.


Violent jihadist groups

The Salafi–jihadist threat in the MENA region and globally has become fractured and localized, but with the Islamic State and/or al-Qaeda continuing to drive or influence a number of disparate groups.20 The Islamic State lost its last territorial foothold in Iraq in December 2017 and in Syria in March 2019, and its caliph Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi was killed by US forces in Syria in October 2019.21 Assessing the size of the remaining jihadi base in the region remains difficult, given its covert nature and a continuing significant component of ‘foreign fighters’ (individuals that have joined an armed conflict abroad).22 One estimate puts the Islamic State’s current strength in Iraq and Syria at around 18 000 fighters.23 Despite its setbacks and visible weakening, the Islamic State remained active throughout 2019 in Iraq and Syria.

Water stress and other climate change impacts

Linkages among water scarcity, climate change and insecurity issues in the MENA region are ‘complex, diverse and multi-directional’.24 In several cases climate change and water stress have played direct or indirect roles in recent and ongoing conflicts in the region. The World Economic Forum’s 2019 annual meeting in Davos, Switzerland, ranked the threat of a water crisis

as the biggest single risk facing the MENA region.\textsuperscript{25} For example, in Libya during 2019 there were repeated attacks and interruptions to the water and energy infrastructure.\textsuperscript{26} Large parts of the population in the Persian Gulf are dependent on desalination for their drinking water—there are 30 major desalination plants in Saudi Arabia and 70 in the UAE—and the desalination infrastructure would be highly vulnerable in an armed conflict.\textsuperscript{27} In contrast in March and April 2019 half a million Iranians were temporarily displaced due to severe flooding.\textsuperscript{28}

\textsuperscript{25} Middle East Business Intelligence, ‘How the GCC is tackling its looming water crisis’, 28 Mar. 2019.
\textsuperscript{27} Salacanin, S., ‘How drinking water has become a major conflict deterrence factor in the Gulf region’, New Arab, 21 Aug. 2019.